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3M™ NOVEC™ CONTACT CLEANER 

Effectively removes light oils, greases, silicones, dust and par-
ticulates from sensitive electrical and electronic equipment. 
It is compatible with plastics, is non-flammable, non-ozone 
depleting and contains no HCFCs, HFCs, nPB or HAPs. 11oz 
can, 6 can per case ....................PN 09-01704 ............$28.50 

3M™ BODY FILLERS
3M premium fillers with adhesion promoters, offer the 
very best in all-around performance. Our premium 
fillers adhere to virtually any surface including wood, 
metal, aluminum, galvanized steel, fiberglass and 
concrete. They are also non-staining, non-shrinking, 
creamy and are great for building plugs, patterns, 
molds, prototypes and general repair to composite 

parts. 3M premium fillers are easy to sand and are manufactured with 
only the highest quality ingredients.
Gallon ..........................................................P/N 01-01091 ...........$59.95

STANDARD BODY FILLERS
3M standard fillers are the economical choice for gap 
filling, fairing, smoothing and general repair. They are also 
great for plug, pattern and tooling departments for creating 
and building shapes, curves and intricate elements to 
molds and patterns. They are easy to mix, apply, and 
sand, and have a quick cure time. Great for quick repairs 
to fiberglass, wood, metal concrete and aluminum.
Gallon ...................................P/N 01-00368 ...........$37.80

3M™ FASTENERS - SAFETY - TAPE

3M™ EAR PLUGS 1100
Smooth dirt resistant surface, tapered design to fit the 
ear canal, provide added comfort and hygiene. Hypo-
allergenic material. Each box contains 200 pairs, and 
each package is easy to dispense. Noise Reduction 
Rating: 29dB* ...............P/N 09-01493 .............$0.27

3M™ ALUMINUM FOIL TAPE 425
Dead-soft aluminum foil tape. Applications include 
masking of sensitive components to protect from 
damage during aircraft paint stripping. In white 
goods appliances, tape provides an excellent mois-
ture barrier, helps reflect and dissipate heat.

Size Part No. Price
1.5” x 60 Yards 09-01382 $65.75
1” x 60 Yards 09-01381 $42.75
2” x 60 Yards 09-01383 $89.75
3” x 60 Yards 09-01385 $129.75

10” x 60 Yards 09-05763 $264.95

3M™ SCOTCH® SAFERELEASE™ BLUE 
PAINTERS MASKING TAPE 2090 

Ideal for long-term masking projects when tape must be 
left on for up to a week. Removes cleanly and easily for up 
to seven days without leaving adhesive residue.

3M™ DOUBLE COATED FILM TAPE 415  
A medium-firm, acrylic, pressure sensitive adhe-
sive that featuring an excellent balance of good 
initial adhesion (quick stick) and good shear holding 
power. It is ideal for bonding together a wide vari-
ety and dissimilar materials such as metals, glass, 
wood, paints, and many plastics. White 
2” x 36yds ....................09-01343 ..................$65.75

3M™ SCOTCH® HIGH 
PERFORMANCE MASKING TAPE 232
A high performance paper masking tape to be used in 
the medium temperature paint bake operation. A smooth 
crepe paper tape that is treated with a heat and solvent 
resistant coating.

Size Part No. Price
48MM 09-01340 $8.50
72MM 09-01331 $12.50

3M™ SCOTCH® STEEL GRAY  
MASKING PAPER 

Strong, flexible and pliable. Formulated to resist pen-
etrations of solvents, lacquers or enamels. Comes in 
1000 rolls.

Size Part No. Price
1 inch 09-01421 $6.65

1-1/2 inch 09-01422 $9.85
2 inch 09-01423 $9.95

Description Part No. Price
Gray Masking Paper 12” 09-01353 $84.75
Gray Masking Paper 18” 09-01354 $106.99
Gray Masking Paper 24” 09-01355 $146.75
Gray Masking Paper 36” 09-01356 $239.95

3M™ MASKING POLY TAPE 5903 (RED)
5903 is a poly tape comprised of heavy duty polyethylene film 
and synthetic rubber adhesive. It is UV weather resistant and 
removes cleanly for up to a month with little or no adhesive 
residue on most opaque surfaces without deteriorating or 
fading. Used for window and door masking, outdoor holding 
and protecting surfaces including stucco, concrete, brick, 
and a variety of construction surfaces where removability is 
important .................................P/N 09-02136 ...........$16.55

3M™ ALUMINUM PROP TAPE
3M™ Aluminum Foil Tape 427, dead-soft aluminum foil 
backing, excellent heat and light reflection to protect 
against high temperatures and U.V. degradation. The 
foil also serves as an excellent barrier against moisture, 
dust, flame, and certain chemicals as used in aircraft paint 
stripping masking. Acrylic adhesive supplies superior 

temperature, U.V. and solvent resistance. It provides excellent age life 
and is ideal for harsh, long-term outdoor environments. Meets F.A.R 
25.853(a), O447 **Sold by the Foot**..........P/N 15-04831 .............$0.78

3M™ PAINT PREPARATION 
SYSTEM (PPS™) CUP & COLLAR

3M™ PPS™ Cup and Collar, 16023 Large hard cup that 
supports and holds the PPS large flexible liner, part num-
ber 16024. If filled to the top, this cup will hold 32 fl oz.
 P/N 09-01717 ...........$25.50

3M™ PPS™ MINI CUPS
AND COLLARS 16115

Hard cup that supports and holds the PPS mini flex-
ible liner, part number 16114. If filled to the top, this 
cup will hold 6 fl oz ......P/N 09-01720 ...........$32.50

3M™ PPS™ MIXING CUP
AND COLLAR, 16001

Small, hard cup that supports and holds the PPS small 
flexible liner, part number 16000.
 P/N 09-01715 ...........$43.50

REINFORCED FILLERS
3M’s line of reinforced filler products offers users a 
unique and flexible array of repair solutions. Each 
product is reinforced with short fiberglass strands, 
long fiberglass strands or milled fiberglass. These 
reinforced fillers are significantly stronger than 
regular fillers and are waterproof. Great for repairing 
fiberglass and rust holes in metal.

Description Size Part No. Price
Dynatron ™ Dyna-Glass™ Reinforced Filler Quart 01-01073 $24.50
Dynatron ™ Dyna-Hair™ Reinforced Filler Gallon 01-01103 $60.75 
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